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6 MONTH MENTORSHIP & 
MASTERMIND 

EXCLUSIVE INVITATION
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This is not just a mastermind; 
this is a master-your-money-mind.
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You are a 6+ figure entrepreneur. 

You are feeling financially capped. 

You’re committed to a life changing experience.

You’re ready to make this your best business year yet.

You are looking for long term sustainable success.

You are ready to expand your empire. 

You are here with purpose. 

If that’s you… please continue. 

Otherwise, give yourself grace to say that this isn’t for you.

I know that God will provide you with the mentor to meet

you where you are. 
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WHAT IS WOMEN OF WEALTH?

Women Of Wealth is an exclusive experience for entrepreneurs who 

are ready to make, manage & multiply their money in a monumental 

way. 

This has been designed for the woman who is already successful 

by society’s standards but desires to step into significantly more 

success.

So what does that look like?

Being able to step out of being the integrator and into being the 

visionary of your business.

Your money continually growing at the same rate as you do. 

Living your life without compromise or sacrifice.

 

Being able to leave a legacy. 

It’s time for expansion. 

And you won’t stop until you make it happen. 

WOMEN OF WEALTH WILL WOW YOU!

You no longer have to be wishful of wealth, you just have to be 

willing to gain wisdom and use it wholeheartedly.
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HERE IS WHAT I KNOW
Ever since you started on this journey of entrepreneurship, you had 
the goal of hitting that glittering milestone of “6-figure business 
owner”.

AND YOU DID IT! 

But now you are here you are craving more… A LOT MORE!

And in order to get it you are:

 ➔ Sacrificing date evenings for Zoom meetings.
 ➔ Seeing Stories of girl’s night, while you’re at your desk trying to 
fire-fight.

 ➔ Turning away from ticking off your bucket list to keep up with your 
endless to-do-list.

 ➔ “Time is money” races through your mind on repeat. All day, every day.

You no longer need to live life like this. There is a different way. 

Myself & my clients are living proof of it. 

Over the past 4 years my clients have collectively generated over £4 
million using my frameworks and been able to scale their business 
whilst living out their life! 

While most coaches teach clients how to make short term money 
which has you feeling like you’re constantly sprinting to the finish 
line to collect your cash… the Women Of Wealth is different.

& I’m going to show you how.

During this experience you will surprise yourself significantly. 

Women Of Wealth will allow you to step into being a wealth builder. 

Whilst some will stay acting rich but being broke… that’s not you! 

YOU ARE A WEALTHY WOMAN. 

Women Of Wealth gives you the opportunity to invite The Wealth 
Method™ into your life. 
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You say you want financial freedom, right? This is how you actually get it.

I am bringing you all that I know + all who I know that has allowed me to 
have an overflow of money to spend, save, share & invest. I would not 

have been able to do it without the people I am giving you direct access to.

WAIT… WHAT?! 

Yep, you read that right. By being a part of the Women Of Wealth 
Mastermind you are going to gain direct access to teachings by my 

accountant, financial advisor, tax strategist & so much more. 

You can only go where your mind will allow you 
to. Recreating your relationship with money and 
shift into a state of BEING abundant rather than 

attempting to ‘achieve’ abundance. 

We’re about to close the curtains on cash flow 
problems and call in an overflow of cash.

Lock in the habits & behaviours with your money so 
you can spend on your desires, save for your future, 

share with the world and invest to create true financial 
freedom.

MINDSET

This is the pillar that has the power 
to change everything for you. We will 
show you how to multiply your money 

without working for it. 

It’s no coincidence that the average 
millionaire has 7 streams of income. 
This pillar will open your eyes to the 
possibilities of wealth diversification.

You’re a money-maker, we both know 
that! But it’s time to create consistent 

cash flow, predictable profits & 
recurring revenue. 

Learn how to integrate sustainable 
strategies, structures and systems 

in order to achieve your next level of 
financial success in a pleasurable (and 

highly profitable) way.

MULTIPLY MAKE

MANAGE
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This is where your next level of success will be created. 

A woman like you desires significant support and guidance in scaling your business 
without having to sacrifice what means most to her. 

In our monthly 1:1 private sessions together, we’ll strategize your best next steps in 
order for you to fulfill the goals you have set. Our private sessions are where we will 
dive into your business strategy, structure and systems. 

These sessions are pre-planned to keep you on track of being the most purposeful, 
powerful and profitable CEO you can possibly be. 

Our work together will be intense – deep, one-on-one coaching that uncovers your 
hidden blocks and gives you the tools you need to succeed.. 

DISCLAIMER: my mentoring can often be intense and that’s intentional. Even though I 
end up falling in love with most of my clients, my role is to be your mentor and hold you 
to your highest. 

*Hosted By Izabella Gorré

You have what I call the separation factor. You stand out and because of that 
sometimes you can feel that you are going it alone. You naturally crave a community 
in which you can connect with. 

In our monthly group booster sessions, I will teach and train you in a “hot seat” 
coaching style designed to give you on-going personalised support and insight into 
other 6+ figure businesses.  

This is your opportunity to fast track your success as we hold space for manifestations 
& miracles to occur more than ever before. 

*Hosted By Mindset + Emotional Intelligence Coach, Topsie VandenBosch

Elevating into a millionaire mindset will have you meet parts of yourself you never have 
done before. 

In our monthly group mindset sessions you will be provided with support in emotional 
intelligence and doing the inner work so you can crush any negative thought patterns 
that limit your earning potential and belief in yourself. 

MONTHLY 1:1 PRIVATE MENTORING SESSIONS (60 MINUTES)

MONTHLY GROUP BOOSTER SESSIONS (120 MINUTES)

MONTHLY GROUP MINDSET SESSIONS (90 MINUTES)
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*Hosted by Izabella Gorré 

You may be making money but how well are you managing it? Be held accountable to 
track your financial growth by being guided through a monthly financial review. 

This will enable you to gain crystal clear clarity on your financial health, increase 
confidence when making financial decisions and always be in alignment with your 
lifestyle and livelihood. 

Never be left second guessing how or what to do on something new as you will have 
the master key to open up a money-making membership area where you will gain 
access to all of Izabella’s course content from her most popular programmes packed 
with training’s, workbooks, exercises, videos & checklists. 

Imagine walking into a mansion filled with different business-building rooms from 
high ticket sales to developing a brand - everything you need is in here. 

*Hosted By Izabella Gorré 

Once we get to the mid way point of the miraculous which will be taking place inside 
of this mastermind we will have the opportunity to come together to reflect and review 
the past quarter so we can refresh ourselves and focus on the next. 

You’ll also have the opportunity to mastermind with your fellow WOW’s on your 
business ideas and share your genius-ness with them too. 

Get Izabella’s perspective and guidance on important decisions in your business in 
between calls and open up high level discussions with your mastermind group. 

MASTER KEY TO MEMBERSHIP AREAS

MONTHLY GROUP FINANCIAL CHECK IN (30 MINUTES)

MID POINT QUARTER INTENSIVE (3 HOURS)
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WHAT YOU GET MONTHLY 
VALUE

1:1 PRIVATE MENTORING SESSIONS
(60 MINUTES)

£1,599

MONTHLY GROUP BOOSTER SESSIONS
(120 MINUTES)

£999

MONTHLY GROUP MINDSET SESSIONS
(90 MINUTES)

£999

MONTHLY FINANCIAL CHECK IN (30 MINUTES) £299

MID POINT QUARTER INTENSIVE
(3 HOURS)

£1497

MASTERKEY TO MEMBERSHIP AREA £1,999

GROUP VOXER ACCESS £495

PROGRAMME RETAIL COST: £36,825

 

**Yep, you read this right. The monthly investment for this exclusive 
experience averages out to the cost of a 2-hour private session with 

me, yet you are receiving so much more.

I’m not here to talk you into anything, I’m here to show you what is possible 
when you give yourself permission to go for it. I know that this is an 

investment - an investment that will change the way you do life and business, 
forever. But it does not matter what I know...

VIEW WOMEN OF 
WEALTH SCHEDULE 

PAYMENT PLAN
6 MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF 

£2,500

PAY IN FULL
£15,000 

https://www.addevent.com/calendar/qf461108
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I can’t make this decision for you, but I will guide you into making the best 

decision for you...

Roll your shoulders back, put your hand on your heart, close your eyes, and 

begin to breathe deeply.

No really, read that sentence again and do it!

Tune inwards and ask “is this for me?” 

Take a moment to feel into what it would feel like to be fully supported and 

shown how to make, manage & multiply your money so you can experience 

what true financial freedom feels like. 

Being able to scale your business in a sustainable way. 

Being able to live your life with no limits. 

Being able to make charitable contributions. 

Feel all those feelings now. Know the answer is coming to you. 

Trust the guidance you have received.

 ➔ I can show up to support you and share everything I know and who I know 
with you. 

 ➔ I can show you how to work from a place of overflow rather than over-work. 
 ➔ I can show you how to structure, strategise & systemise your business. 
 ➔ I can show you how to scale your business in a sustainable way. 
 ➔ I can show you how to set a new standard for yourself. 
 ➔ I can show you how to dive deep into your soul. 

I cannot promise you results - that’s up to you. I will promise to hold space for 

the highest level version of yourself and speak to that person. Even at times 

when you do not see that version of you, even when circumstances and 

conditions seem to be out of your control, just know that there is someone 

who sees your greatness, and that someone is me. 

My clients don’t call me their secret silent partner for no reason. I care about 

your money like you care about your money… and I MEAN IT. 

Your success is my success. 

And I cannot wait to see the ROI roll on in. 
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...click the button below to apply for Women Of Wealth. 

But before you do, I’m here for you but I need to tell you 

something… 

I can’t want it more than you do. 

This is an exclusive experience which will lift the lid to your next 

level (and all the levels beyond that) - I do not take that lightly.

      

Once you have filled in the application form you will be taken 

to book in a suitable time slot for our video call which will take 

place on Zoom. 

On this call, we will come together to make sure that you are 

a perfect fit for the Women Of Wealth, answer any further 

questions you may have and concierge your enrollment. 

APPLY NOW

https://izabellaleveyappointments.as.me/?appointmentType=23755534
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Here are a few incredible women sharing their snapshot of 
what happened after mentoring with me…

“I absolutely love being a part of Women Of 
Wealth. It has honestly changed my whole life 
and business in so many ways and made me 

feel so proud for pushing myself into this space. I 
increased my membership subscription from 300 
to 800 MEMBERS within 90 days by having a solid 

strategy!”AMY GUY
FOUNDER OF NAIL TECH ORG 

“I just have to tell you, I DID IT – 

this is $50,000 MONTH. Since working

 with you over the last 90 days I have 

quadrupled my monthly income!”
SAMANTHA RUBERTO
PURPOSE COACH

“Within 90 days of working together I am 

celebrating a $64K launch!

Izabella I cannot thank you enough for helping 

me to see how possible this is. You have been so 

detail oriented through the entire process of this 

launch. So grateful for you.”
SARA LOUREIRO
BUSINESS COACH

“I’ve hit my targets we set. 

I did £100K in 100 days. I wanted to step 

up, strategise and get solid systems in 

place – that’s exactly what we did.”””
ANNA KHANA
MARKETING AGENCY
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The women behind the words. 

Izabella Gorré, also known as the “Money Mentor’’ supports 

service based entrepreneurs in scaling their income via result 

driven strategies. Izabella’s mission is simple and shines through 

everything that she does: to elevate the wealth of women 

entrepreneurs and empower them to reach their ultimate financial 

freedom & fulfilment. 

Izabella has collectively supported her clients in generating 

over £4 MILLION in new revenue in the past 4 years. Izabella’s 

mentorship is said to be similar to having a secret silent partner as 

she supports her clients behind the scenes so they can shine on 

scene. She has a blissful blend of strategy and soul which has 

her clients step into their next level. 

Izabella is a well respected Money Mentor and expert whose work 

has touched hundreds of business owners around the world. 




